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1 Introduction

Individuals in western countries spend a remarkable portion of their lives watching television

and listening to radio. In the U.S., the average adult spends around four hours a day watching

television and three hours a day listening to the radio.1 Television and radio are also key ways

that producers advertise their products. In the U.S., television advertising accounted for 23.4% of

total advertising expenditures in 1999 and radio accounted for 8%.2 All of this makes television

and radio broadcasting of central economic importance.

In the U.S., the bulk of radio and television broadcasting has always been provided by private

commercial broadcasters. In Europe and Japan, broadcasting has historically been provided

publicly, financed through a mixture of television license fees, appropriations from general taxation,

and advertising. Since the 1980s, however, commercial broadcasting has dramatically expanded

in these countries. The market now plays a significant role in providing broadcasting in almost

all western countries. Despite this, the welfare economics of commercial broadcasting remains

obscure. Will market provision lead to excessive advertising levels? Will it allocate too few

resources to programming and will these resources be used to produce appropriate programming?

How will the ownership structure of broadcasting stations impact market outcomes?

Such questions arise continually in debates about the appropriate regulation of the broadcasting

industry. Excessive advertising is an issue in the U.S. where non-program minutes now exceed

20 minutes per hour on some network television programs and 30 minutes per hour on certain

radio programs.3 In Europe, advertising ceilings are imposed on broadcasters and it is natural to

1 The Radio Advertising Bureau reports that in 1998 the average weekday time spent listen-
ing by adults is 3 hrs and 17 minutes; weekend time spent listening is 5 hrs and 30 mins
(http://www.rab.com/station/mgfb99/fac5.html). The Television Advertising Bureau reports that in 1999 the
average adult man spent 4 hours and 2 minutes watching television per day, while the average adult woman spent
4 hours and 40 minutes (http://www.tvb.org/tvfacts).

2 Total advertising expenditures were $215 billion. Other important categories were newspapers (21.7%); mag-
azines (5.3%); direct mail (19.2%) and yellow pages (5.9%) (http://www.tvb.org/tvfacts).

3 Non-program minutes include commercials, station and networks promos, and public service announcements.
The 1999 Television Commercial Monitoring Report indicates that non-program minutes on prime time network
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wonder if the U.S. should follow suit.4 Concerns about the programming provided by commercial

radio led the F.C.C. to announce that it was setting up hundreds of free “low-power” radio stations

for non-profit groups across the U.S. (Leonhardt (2000)). More generally, such concerns are key

to the debate about the role for public broadcasting in modern broadcasting systems (see the

Davies Report (1999)). The effect of ownership structure is currently an issue in the U.S. radio

industry which, following the Telecommunications Act of 1996, has seen growing concentration.

One concern is that this will lead to higher prices for advertisers and less programming (see

Ekelund, Ford, and Jackson (1999)).

This paper presents a theory of commercial broadcasting and uses it to explore the nature

of market failure in the industry. The theory is distinctive in yielding predictions on both the

programming and advertising produced by a market system. It therefore permits an analysis of

how well commercial broadcasting fulfills its two-sided role of providing programming to view-

ers/listeners and permitting advertisers to contact potential customers.

The next section explains how our analysis relates to three different strands of literature: prior

work on broadcasting, the classical theory of public goods, and recent work on competition in two-

sided markets. Sections 3 and 4 set up the model and explore how market provision of broadcasting

differs from optimal provision. Section 5 analyzes how the ability to price programming impacts

market performance and section 6 studies whether market provision produces better outcomes

under monopoly ownership. Section 7 discusses the robustness of the results concerning market

performance and section 8 concludes.

shows in November 1999 ranged from 12.54 minutes per hour to 21.07 minutes. Commercial minutes ranged from
9.31 minutes to 15.07 minutes. Kuczynski (2000) reports that commercial minutes exceed 30 minutes per hour on
some radio programs.

4 These ceilings vary by country. In the U.K. the limit for private television channels is 7 minutes per hour on
average. In France, it is 6 minutes and, in Germany, 9 minutes (Motta and Polo (1997)). In the U.S., the National
Association of Broadcasters, through its industry code, once set an upper limit on the number of commercial
minutes per hour and this was implicitly endorsed by the F.C.C. In 1981, this practice was declared to violate
the antitrust laws and no such agreement exists today (Owen and Wildman (1992)). In 1990, Congress enacted
the Children’s Programming Act which limits advertising on children’s programming to 12 minutes per hour on
weekdays and 10 minutes per hour on weekends.
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2 Relationship to the literature

Early normative work on the market provision of broadcasting (see Owen and Wildman (1992)

or Brown and Cave (1992) for reviews) focused on the type of programming produced and the

viewer/listener benefits it generates.5 This literature concluded that the market would provide

programming sub-optimally: popular program types would be excessively duplicated (Steiner

(1952)) and speciality types of programming would tend not to be provided (Spence and Owen

(1977)). While these conclusions are intuitively appealing, the literature’s treatment of advertising

is unsatisfactory. First, advertising levels and prices are assumed fixed. Each program is assumed

to carry an exogenously fixed number of advertisements and the revenue from each advertisement

equals the number of viewers times a fixed per viewer price (Steiner (1952), Beebe (1977), Spence

and Owen (1977) and Doyle (1998)).6 Second, the social benefits and costs created by advertisers’

consumption of broadcasts are not considered.

This neglect of advertising precludes analysis of the basic issue of whether market-provided

broadcasts will carry too few or too many advertisements. More fundamentally, since advertis-

ing revenues determine the profitability of broadcasts, one cannot understand the nature of the

programming the market will provide without understanding the source of advertising revenues.

Since these revenues depend on both the prices and levels of advertising, the literature offers an

incomplete explanation of advertising revenues and hence its conclusions concerning programming

5 The fact that broadcasting is used by both viewers and advertisers and that the latter also create surplus has
been largely ignored. One exception is Berry and Waldfogel’s (1999) empirical study of the U.S. radio broadcasting
industry, which estimates whether free entry leads to too many radio stations. Their study is distinctive in clearly
distinguishing between the social benefits of additional radio stations stemming from delivering more listeners to
advertisers and more programming to listeners.

6 There are a number of exceptions. Assuming that a broadcaster’s audience size is reduced by both higher
subscription prices and higher advertising levels, Wildman and Owen (1985) compare profit maximizing choices
under pure price competition and pure advertising competition and conclude that viewer surplus would be the same
in either case. However, theirs is not an equilibrium analysis. Making a similar assumption that viewers are turned
off by higher levels of advertisements, Wright (1994) and Vaglio (1995) develop equilibrium models of competition
in an advertiser supported system. However, their models are both too ad hoc and too intractable to yield insight
into the normative issues. Masson, Mudambi, and Reynolds (1990) develop an equilibrium model of competition
by advertiser supported broadcasters in their analysis of the impact of concentration on advertising prices but their
model permits neither an analysis of the provision of programming nor a welfare analysis.
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choices are suspect.

The theory developed in this paper provides a detailed treatment of advertising, while preserv-

ing the same basic approach to thinking about the market developed in the literature. To enable

a proper welfare analysis, the model incorporates the social benefits and costs of advertising. The

benefits are that advertising allows producers to inform consumers about new products and the

costs stem from its nuisance value. In addition, the model assumes that broadcasters choose ad-

vertising levels taking account of their effect on the number of viewers and on advertising prices.

In this way, advertising revenues and hence program profitability are determined endogenously.

In recent years, the welfare economics of commercial broadcasting has attracted renewed atten-

tion and a spate of papers has appeared. This new literature has paid much more attention to the

advertising side of the market. For our purposes, particularly noteworthy is Hansen and Kyhl’s

(2001) welfare comparison of pay per view broadcasting with pure advertiser-supported provision

of a single event (like a boxing match). Their analysis takes into account the nuisance cost of

advertisements to viewers and endogenizes advertising levels. Our analysis of pricing in section 5

extends their welfare comparison beyond the case of a single monopoly-provided program. Several

other papers develop spatial models in which broadcasters compete in both programming and ad-

vertising levels. Dukes and Gal-Or (2003) and Gabszewicz, Laussel and Sonnac (2001b) both offer

different perspectives on the equilibrium level of program differentiation in broadcasting markets.

The latter paper also studies how viewer welfare will be impacted by advertising ceilings when

account is taken of their affect on programming choice. Dukes (2004) studies whether advertising

levels will be excessive in a model that shares many features of ours. He obtains results on the

determinants of under- and over-advertising that parallel those in this paper.

The paper also contributes to the classical theory of public goods (see Cornes and Sandler

(1996) for a comprehensive review). It points out that a radio or television broadcast can be

thought of as a public good that is “consumed” by two types of agents. The first are view-
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ers/listeners who receive a direct benefit from the broadcast. The second are advertisers who, by

advertising on the broadcast, receive an indirect benefit from contacting potential customers. For

advertisers, the broadcast may be thought of as an “excludable public good with congestion”. The

publicness arises because all who advertise on the broadcast share access to its viewers/listeners,

while the excludability arises because advertisers can be excluded from putting their advertise-

ments on the broadcast. Indeed, it is this excludability that enables market provision because

it allows broadcasters to earn revenues by charging advertisers for access. The congestion arises

because when an additional advertisement is added to the broadcast, viewer/listener benefits are

reduced to the extent that they find advertising a nuisance.

The special features of broadcasts make them a distinct type of public good and their market

provision raises interesting theoretical issues. In particular, it is not clear a priori how market

provision diverges from optimal provision. Since advertisers’ consumption of a broadcast imposes

a negative externality on viewers, optimal provision requires that advertisers face a Pigouvian

corrective tax for accessing programming. The price advertisers must pay to broadcasters to ad-

vertise on their programs may be thought of as playing this role. Accordingly, the basic structure

of market provided broadcasting - free provision to viewers/listeners financed by charges to adver-

tisers - appears similar to that of an optimal structure. The issues are how well equilibrium prices

of advertising internalize the externality and whether advertising revenues generate appropriate

incentives for the provision of broadcasts.

Finally, the paper contributes to the nascent literature on competition in “two-sided markets”

(see Armstrong (2004), Rochet and Tirole (2003), and the references therein). A two-sided market

is one where the participants on each side care directly about the number of participants on

the other (so there are bilateral network externalities). The two sides are intermediated by a

platform, or platforms, which typically compete for business from both sides. Most applications

treated in the literature (such as credit cards) concern positive externalities, so the platform
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problem involves appropriate pricing for both sides of the market. An important analytical issue

is equilibrium multiplicity due to expectations of consumers about where the consumers on the

other side of the market are going (see Caillaud and Jullien (2001) and (2003)). The broadcasting

context is distinctive because the externalities imposed by one group (the advertisers) are negative.

Relatedly, the viewers are attracted to the platform not by the existence of the advertisers per

se, but by the programming that is offered. This means that multiplicity of (expectation-driven)

equilibria is not an issue.

These differences not withstanding, there are similarities between our model and a number

of those developed in the two-sided market literature. Gabszewicz, Laussel and Sonnac’s (2001a)

model of newspaper competition is similar except that it assumes (reasonably enough) that news-

paper readers do not find advertisements a nuisance. In that context, their model also has the

advantage of endogenizing the degree of differentiation in newspaper content. Rysman’s (2002)

model of the market for yellow pages directories has similar theoretical underpinnings except that

yellow page readers like advertisements. His paper also has the great merit of structurally esti-

mating the parameters of his model. Wright’s (2002) model of fixed-to-mobile telephony is also

related. We will have more to say about the relationships between our model and these papers

below.

3 The model

We are interested in modeling a basic broadcasting system in which programs are broadcast over

the air and viewers/listeners can costlessly access such programming. Thus, we will be assuming

that viewers/listeners have the hardware (i.e., televisions and radios) allowing them to receive

broadcast signals. Consumers cannot be excluded by requiring them to have special decoders,

etc.7

7 This is still a reasonable model of radio broadcasting in the United States. It is also a reasonable model
for television in countries, like the United Kingdom, in which most viewers still pick up television signals via a
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There are two channels, each of which can carry one program. There are two types of program,

indexed by i ∈ {0, 1}. Examples of program types are “top 40” and “country” for radio, and

“news” and “sitcom” for television. For concreteness, we focus on television and henceforth refer

to consumers as viewers. Programs can carry advertisements. Each advertisement takes a fixed

amount of time and thus advertisements reduce the substantive content of a program. The cost

of producing either type of program with a advertisements is K.8

There are N potential viewers, each of whom watches at most one program. Viewers are

distinguished by their preferences over program types. Formally, each viewer is characterized by a

taste parameter λ ∈ [0, 1]. A type λ viewer obtains a net viewing benefit β−γa−τλ from watching

a type 0 program with a advertisements and β − γa − τ(1 − λ) from a type 1 program, where

β > τ > 0 and γ > 0. Not watching any program yields a zero benefit. The formulation implies

that if the programs carry the same level of advertisements, viewers with λ less than 1/2 prefer

a type 0 program, while the remainder prefer a type 1 program.9 The parameter γ measures

the nuisance cost of advertisements and is the same for all viewers. The transport cost parameter

τ represents the degree to which the programs are substitutes. Viewers’ tastes are uniformly

distributed, so that the fraction of viewers with taste parameter less than λ is just λ.

Advertisements are placed by monopoly producers of new goods and inform viewers of the

nature and prices of these goods. Having watched an advertisement for a particular new good, a

viewer knows his willingness to pay for it and will purchase it if this is no less than its advertised

price. There are m producers of new goods, each of which produces at most one good. New goods

rooftop antenna. In the United States, however, the majority of households receive television via cable. The cable
company charges a monthly fee and can exclude consumers from viewing certain channels, which permits the use
of subscription prices. Our basic model applies to cable when all consumers are hooked up and subscription prices
are not used. We introduce subscription prices in section 5.

8 We thus assume that producing advertisements costs the same as producing regular programming. Our
qualitative results are unaffected if advertisements cost more than programming; i.e., if the cost of producing a
program with a advertisements is K + ca.

9 Our viewer model is basically a Hotelling-style spatial model. The N viewers are distributed along the unit
interval and the two program types are located at opposite ends of the interval.
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are produced at a constant cost per unit, which with no loss of generality we set equal to zero.

Each new good is characterized by some type σ ∈ [0,σ] where σ ≤ 1. New goods with higher

types are more likely to be attractive to consumers. Specifically, a viewer has willingness to pay

ω > 0 with probability σ for a new good of type σ and willingness to pay 0 with probability 1−σ.

The fraction of producers with new goods of type less than σ is F (σ). We assume that F (0) = 0

and that F is increasing and continuously differentiable, with a strictly log concave density.

Since a consumer will pay ω or 0, each new producer will advertise a price of ω. A lower price

does not improve the probability of a sale. Thus, a new producer with a good of type σ is willing

to pay σω to contact a viewer. Accordingly, if an advertisement reaches V viewers and costs P ,

the number of firms wishing to advertise is ad(P, V ) = m · [1 − F (P/V ω)]. This represents the

demand curve for advertising. Let P (a, V ) denote the corresponding inverse demand curve. For

future reference, note that P (0, V ) equals the willingness to pay of the highest type producer to

reach V viewers, which is σωV .

Each new producer’s willingness to pay to reach an individual viewer is independent of the

number of viewers reached, so demand just depends on the per-viewer price of the advertisement

p = P/V. Thus, we can write the demand curve as ad(p). We can also write P (a, V ) = V p(a) where

the inverse per-viewer demand curve p(a) is given by p(a) = ωF−1(1− a/m). We will sometimes

use the notation R(a) to denote the per-viewer revenue curve, which is defined by R(a) = p(a)a.

For future reference, note that our assumptions concerning the distribution function F imply that

the demand curve as ad(p) is log concave and that per viewer marginal revenue R
0(a) is decreasing

when positive.

Given that each new producer sets a price of ω, consumers receive no expected benefits from

buying new products: producers extract all the surplus from the transaction. This implies that

viewers get no informational benefit from watching a program with advertisements. Viewers

therefore allocate themselves across their viewing options so as to maximize their net viewing
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benefits.10 It is assumed that viewers know the advertising level and program type of each active

channel.

4 Optimal vs market provision

4.1 Optimal provision

To understand optimal provision, it is helpful to think of the two types of program as discrete

public goods each of which costs K to provide and each of which may be consumed by two types

of agents - viewers and advertisers. By an advertiser “consuming” a program, we simply mean

that its advertisement is placed on that program. The optimality problem is to decide which of

these public goods to provide and who should consume them. We first analyze the desirability of

providing one program rather than none, and then consider adding the second program.

Given that viewers tastes are distributed symmetrically, if one program is provided, its type

is immaterial. For concreteness, consider a type 0 program. Following the Samuelson rule for the

optimal provision of a discrete public good, provision of the program will be desirable if the sum

of benefits it generates exceed its cost. Typically, the aggregate benefit associated with a public

good is just the sum of all consumers’ willingnesses to pay. However, in the case of broadcasts,

there are externalities between the two types of consumers.

More specifically, suppose that the program has a advertisements and hence is “consumed”

by a new producers. Then, viewers for whom λ ≤ min{1, β−γaτ } will watch and obtain a benefit

β − γa− τλ. Clearly, the a advertisements should be allocated to those new producers who value

10 The model can be extended to incorporate informational benefits by assuming that each consumer’s valuation
of a new producer of type σ’s product is uniformly distributed on [ω,ω] with probability σ and is 0 with probability
1− σ. Assuming that ω > ω/2, the type σ new producer’s optimal price is ω and, hence, if a consumer watches an
advertisement placed by a type σ new producer, he obtains an informational benefit σ(ω−ω)/2. Such informational
benefits do not change our main conclusions. In particular, market provided advertising levels can be greater or
smaller than optimal levels and the market may over or underprovide programs. Holding constant the social benefit
of advertising, increasing the share captured by consumers increases market provided advertising levels. This is
because such informational benefits reduce the cost of advertising to viewers. The details of this extension are
available from the authors upon request.
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them the most, so the aggregate benefits generated by the program are

B1(a) = N

Z min{1, β−γaτ }

0

(β − γa− τλ)dλ+

Z a

0

P (α, N(min{1, β − γa

τ
}))dα. (1)

The first term represents viewer benefits and the second advertiser benefits.

The optimal level of advertising equates marginal social benefit and cost. The marginal social

benefit is the increase in advertiser benefits created by an additional advertisement. At advertising

levels below the level where viewers begin to switch off (β−τγ ), this is just the willingness to pay

of the marginal advertiser which is P (a,N). At advertising levels above this level, an additional

advertisement causes viewers to switch off and the gain in advertiser benefits is the willingness to

pay of the marginal advertiser less the costs imposed on existing advertisers by viewers switching

off. This is given by P (a,N(β−γaτ ))−N γ
τ

R a
0

∂P
∂V dα. The marginal social cost is the reduction in

viewer benefits created by an additional advertisement, which is simply N(min{1, β−γaτ })γ.

The situation is illustrated in Figure 1. The horizontal axis measures the level of advertising,

while the vertical axis measures dollars per advertisement. Marginal social cost is measured by

the curve that starts out horizontal and then turns downward at advertising level β−τγ . Marginal

social cost decreases when viewers start to switch off, simply because aggregate nuisance costs are

lower when there are fewer viewers. Marginal social benefit is measured by the downward sloping

curve which has the discontinuity at advertising level β−τγ . The discontinuity occurs because the

viewers who switch off are providing positive expected surplus to infra-marginal advertisers. The

optimal advertising level, denoted ao1, is determined by the intersection of the marginal social

benefit and cost curves. In the Figure, the optimal level is such that not all viewers watch, but

this need not be the case.

Providing the program is desirable if the operating cost K is less than the maximized benefits

B1(a
o
1). These benefits equal the “gross” viewing benefits N [β − τ/2] that viewers would enjoy

if there were no advertising plus the net benefit from advertising. The latter is the area between
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the two curves in Figure 1.

It is natural to interpret the price eliciting ao1 as a Pigouvian corrective tax. Each new producer’s

consumption of the program imposes an externality on viewers through the nuisance cost and,

possibly, on other advertisers through the loss of audience. Advertisers’ consumption of the

program should thus be taxed and the optimal tax is P (ao1, N(min{1,
β−γao1

τ })).11

Adding a type 1 program will be desirable if the increase in aggregate benefits it generates

exceeds its cost K. When both programs are provided, advertising levels on the two programs

should be the same.12 If the common level of advertisements is a, all those viewers for whom

λ ≤ min{12 ,
β−γa
τ } will watch the type 0 program and obtain a benefit β − γa − τλ. Those

viewers for whom 1 − λ ≤ min{12 ,
β−γa
τ } will watch the type 1 program and obtain a benefit

β − γa − τ(1 − λ). Since the a advertisements are allocated to those new producers who value

them the most,13 the aggregate benefits from providing both programs are

B2(a) = 2[N

Z min{ 12 ,
β−γa
τ }

0

(β − γa− τλ)dλ+

Z a

0

P (α,N(min{1
2
,
β − γa

τ
}))dα]. (2)

The two terms represent per channel viewer and advertiser benefits, respectively.

The per channel marginal social benefit and cost curves are illustrated in Figure 2. The

intercepts of the curves are half those of the marginal benefit and cost curves in Figure 1, because

each channel attracts only half the viewers when a = 0. However, the level of advertising at which

these viewers start to switch off is higher, increasing from (β−τ)/γ to (β−τ/2)/γ because viewers

enjoy their programming more. Accordingly, the marginal social cost of advertising remains

11 Each viewer who watches confers an external benefit on the advertisers since he might purchase one of their
goods. It might therefore be desirable to subsidize viewers to watch. We do not consider such subsidies since they
would seem difficult to implement. Even if it were possible to monitor use of a radio or television, the difficulty
would be making sure that a viewer/listener was actually watching/listening. That said, commercial radio stations
sometimes give out prizes to listeners by inviting them to call in if they have the appropriate value of some random
characteristic (like a telephone number) and this is like a listener subsidy.

12 Divergent advertising levels cause some viewers to watch a less preferred program and, because all viewers are
of equal value to advertisers, this situation is dominated by one in which net aggregate advertising benefits are the
same but levels are equalized.

13 Notice that the same new producers advertise on both programs. This is because the two programs are watched
by different viewers and (since marginal production costs are constant) contacting one set of consumers does not
alter the willingness to pay to contact another set.
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constant over a longer interval of advertising levels. In the Figure, all viewers are watching at the

benefit maximizing advertising level, ao2. Comparing Figures 1 and 2, it should be clear that if a
o
1

is such that everybody is watching with only one channel, then ao2 must equal a
o
1. Otherwise, a

o
2

will exceed ao1.

Maximal aggregate benefits with two channels are B2(a
o
2). These benefits equal the gross

viewing benefits N [β − τ/4] plus the net benefit from advertising which is twice the maximized

area between the two curves in Figure 2. The gain in benefits from the second program is ∆Bo =

B2(a
o
2)−B1(ao1) and, if K is less than ∆Bo, provision of both programs is desirable.

4.2 Market provision

Suppose that the two channels are controlled by competing broadcasters. In standard fashion,

we model competition as a two stage game. In Stage 1, each broadcaster chooses what type of

program to broadcast, if any. In Stage 2, given the programs offered, each broadcaster chooses

a level of advertising. or equivalently, a per viewer advertising price.14 We study the Subgame

Perfect Nash equilibrium of this game. In the terminology of the two-sided markets literature, the

broadcasters are platforms. Their goal is to get the two sides of the market “on board”: they need

to deliver viewers to advertisers, and they need to get advertisers to pay for the programming that

attracts the viewers.15

We first solve for advertising levels and revenues in Stage 2, for given Stage 1 choices. Suppose

that only one broadcaster decides to operate its station and assume it broadcasts a type 0 program.

If it runs a advertisements, its program will be watched by viewers for whom λ ≤ min{1, β−γaτ }.

14 Recall that P (a, V ) = V p(a) where p(a) is the per viewer inverse demand curve. Since each station has a
monopoly in delivering its viewers to advertisers, its per viewer price depends only upon its own advertising level.
Accordingly, assuming that stations choose advertising levels or per viewer prices yields equivalent results.

15 This is a convenient point to spell out the relationship between our model and that of Rysman (2004). A model
very similar to Rysman’s could be obtained by assuming: (i) the two broadcasters are competing manufacturers
of yellow pages directories; (ii) the viewers are yellow pages users to whom the directories are provided freely; (iii)
the new producers are firms who advertise in the yellow pages; (iv) the cost of producing (and delivering) a yellow
page directory with a advertisements is K + c(a); and (v) γ (the nuisance cost) is negative, so that users prefer
using a directory with more advertisements. The fact that users prefer more advertisements in a directory creates
a positive network externality.
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To sell a advertisements it must set a price P (a,N(min{1, β−γaτ })) so its revenues will be

π1(a) = P (a,N(min{1,
β − γa

τ
}))a. (3)

Let a∗1 be the revenue maximizing advertising level. The only complication in characterizing a
∗
1 is

the kink in the revenue function that occurs at the advertising level beyond which viewers start to

switch off. The situation is illustrated in Figure 3. The marginal revenue curve jumps downward at

the advertising level beyond which viewers start to switch off. The revenue maximizing advertising

level depends on precisely where the marginal revenue intersects the horizontal axis.

To be more precise, let ba be the advertising level at which marginal revenue is zero, assuming
that all viewers watch; i.e.,

P (ba,N) + ∂P (ba,N)
∂a

ba = 0. (4)

Let ea be the advertising level at which marginal revenue is zero, assuming that viewers are switch-
ing off; i.e.,

P (ea,N(β − γea
τ

)) +
∂P (ea,N(β−γeaτ ))

∂a
ea−N γ

τ

∂P (ea,N(β−γeaτ ))

∂V
ea = 0. (5)

These advertising levels are illustrated in Figure 3.16 When ba ≤ (β − τ)/γ, then the revenue

maximizing advertising level a∗1 equals ba and all viewers watch. If ea ≥ (β − τ)/γ, then a∗1 equals

ea and some viewers are excluded. Otherwise, the advertising level is optimally set at the highest
level consistent with all viewers watching so that a∗1 equals (β − τ)/γ. This is the case illustrated

in Figure 3.

If both broadcasters provide programs, they will provide different types. For if they duplicate

each other, competition for viewers will drive advertising levels and revenues to zero.17 Call the

16 The reader may find it helpful to verify that in the uniform case in which F (σ) = σ/σ, ba = m/2 and ea satisfies
the equation (m/2− a) = (m− a)γa/2(β − γa).

17 It is important to note that this result remains true if one program type is more popular than the other.
Accordingly, the model does not deliver Steiner’s excessive duplication result. Of course, the fierce advertising
competition undermining Steiner’s logic reflects the assumption that two programs of the same type are perfect
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two broadcasters A and B and suppose that A shows a type 0 program with aA advertisements

and B a type 1 with aB advertisements. Assuming that all viewers watch, those for whom λ is

less than 1
2 +

γ
2τ (aB − aA) will watch A’s station and the remainder will watch B’s. The two

broadcasters’ revenues will therefore be

πA2 (aA, aB) = P (aA, N [
1

2
+

γ

2τ
(aB − aA)])aA, (6)

and

πB2 (aA, aB) = P (aB, N [
1

2
+

γ

2τ
(aB − aA)])aB. (7)

At equilibrium, each broadcaster balances the negative effect of higher advertising levels on

viewers with the positive effect on marginal revenue. Using the first order conditions for each

station’s optimization, it is straightforward to show that the equilibrium advertising levels equal

a∗2, where a
∗
2 satisfies

18 :

P (a∗2,
N

2
) +

∂P (a∗2,
N
2 )

∂a
a∗2 =

N

2

γ

τ

∂P (a∗2,
N
2 )

∂V
a∗2. (8)

The term on the left hand side is marginal revenue when the number of viewers is fixed at N/2.

The term on the right hand side reflects the revenue consequences of losing viewers to the other

station. The equilibrium level is illustrated in Figure 4. The two downward sloping curves are

the inverse demand and marginal revenue curves with N/2 viewers. The upward sloping curve is

just N
2
γ
τ
∂P
∂V a. The equilibrium advertising level is where the upward sloping curve intersects the

marginal revenue curve.

It is interesting to note that the equilibrium advertising level with two stations can be either

larger or smaller than that with only one station. The latter occurs if the equilibrium advertising

substitutes for viewers. In reality, there is considerable variation within a type of program: talk programs can
discuss current affairs or offer personal advice; country programs can play classics or current hits; etc. Such
variation means that programs of the same broad type are not perfect substitutes and hence broadcasters can and
do offer programs of the same type. However, the welfare consequences of duplication are then less clear because
there is a viewer benefit to having multiple differentiated programs of the same type. An earlier version of this
paper (Anderson and Coate (2003)) analyzes the possibility of inefficient duplication in an extension of the model
that includes multiple programs of the same type. See also Dukes and Gal-Or (2003) and Gabszewicz, Laussel and
Sonnac (2001a) and (2001b).

18 For all viewers to watch requires that β − τ/2 ≥ γa∗2 and we assume this in what follows.
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level with one station is such that some viewers do not watch. Over this range of advertising levels,

viewers switch off at a faster rate than they switch over to the competitor in the two station case.

This means that viewer demand is more elastic with one station and so the advertising level is

lower.19

Turning to Stage 1, let π∗1 = π1(a
∗
1) denote the broadcaster’s revenues in the one channel case

and π∗2 = πJ2 (a
∗
2, a
∗
2) each broadcaster’s revenues in the two channel case. Neither broadcaster will

provide a program if K exceeds π∗1 ; one will provide a program if K lies between π∗1 and π∗2 ; and

both will provide programs if π∗2 exceeds K.

4.3 Optimal and market provision compared

Conditional on the market providing one or both programs, will they have too few or too many ad-

vertisements? With two programs, it is clear from Figures 2 and 4 that the equilibrium advertising

level (a∗2) may be bigger or smaller than the optimal level (a
o
2) depending on the nuisance cost. If

γ exceeds σω then the optimal advertising level is zero and the market over-provides advertising.

At the other extreme, when the nuisance cost is negligible, the market under-provides advertising.

From Figure 2, note that as γ tends to 0, the marginal social cost of advertising approaches zero

and ao2 tends to m. Intuitively, if viewers find advertising costless to watch, then all advertisers

should have a chance to inform them. However, from Figure 4, as γ tends to 0, a∗2 approaches the

level at which the marginal revenue curve intersects the horizontal axis (ba) which is strictly less
than m.

Whether advertising is over- or under-provided also depends on how “competitive” the market

is for viewers. A lower transport cost τ means the programs are closer substitutes. From Figure

4, the equilibrium level of advertising is increasing in τ and approaches zero as τ tends to zero.

19 To see this formally, note from equation (4) that ba is the advertising level that maximizes per-viewer revenue
R(a) = p(a)a, since R0(ba) = 0. Equations (5) and (8) imply, respectively, that R0(ea) = γR(ea)/(β − γea) and
R0(a∗2) = γR(a∗2)/τ . These equations imply that ba exceeds a∗2 and that a∗2 exceeds ea when ea < (β − τ)/γ. Thus,

given our characterization of a∗1, if (β − τ)/γ ≥ ba, a∗1 is larger than a∗2, while if (β − τ)/γ < ea, a∗1 is smaller than
a∗2.
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Intuitively, when the programs are closer substitutes there is greater competition for viewers.

However, from Figure 2, the optimal level is independent of τ as long as all viewers watch. Thus,

for sufficiently small τ , advertising must be under-provided if γ is smaller than σω.

When the market provides only one program, the story is the same with respect to the nuisance

cost. The equilibrium advertising level (a∗1) exceeds the optimal level (a
o
1) for large γ and is below

it for small γ. However, lower transport costs no longer increase the likelihood of under-provision.

Indeed, lower values of τ make viewers less likely to switch off and this either has no effect on the

equilibrium advertising level or raises it.

Our main findings about advertising levels are summarized in:

Proposition 1 With either one or two programs, the equilibrium advertising level is below the

optimal one if the nuisance cost of advertising is low enough and above it if the nuisance cost is

high enough. With two programs, there exists a critical nuisance cost γ2 ∈ (0,ωσ) such that the

market provided advertising level is lower (higher) than the optimal level as γ is smaller (larger)

than γ2. This critical cost is decreasing in the transport cost τ so that under-provision is more

likely when the programs are closer substitutes for viewers.

Proof: We write aoi = a
o
i (γ), and similarly for a

∗
i , i = 1, 2. We have already established in the

text that a∗i (γ) < aoi (γ) for low enough γ and a∗i (γ) > aoi (γ) for high enough γ, i = 1, 2. By

continuity, there exists γ2 ∈ (0, σ̄ω) such that a∗2 (γ2) = ao2 (γ2) and we need to show that γ2 is

unique and decreasing in τ .

We first argue that any solution with a∗2 (γ) = ao2 (γ) = a implies that the corresponding

advertising level is characterized by τR0 (a) /R (a) = p (a), where p (a) and R(a) are the per viewer

inverse demand and revenue curves. We know that a∗2 (γ) is determined by (8), which, given that

P (a, V ) = V p(a), can be rewritten as R0 (a∗2 (γ)) =
γ
τR (a

∗
2 (γ)). That is, in equilibrium, the rate

of gained revenue on the viewer base equals the rate at which viewers are lost times the revenue

per viewer. We have further assumed that all viewers watch in equilibrium. In particular, the most
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dissatisfied viewer, λ = 1
2 , watches, and hence we assumed the condition that β − τ/2 > γa∗2 (γ)

for all γ. This condition implies that β − τ/2 > γao2 (γ) at any solution with a
∗
2 (γ) = a

o
2 (γ), so

that all viewers are watching at the social optimum too. In that case, the per viewer marginal

social cost of an extra advertisement is simply γ, while its marginal social benefit is p (a) (see

Figure 2), or p (ao2 (γ)) = γ. Combining this with the corresponding equilibrium condition at a

implies that τR0 (a) /R (a) = p (a).

Since a∗2 (γ) and a
o
2 (γ) are both decreasing functions, it now suffices to show there is a unique

a satisfying τR0 (a) /R (a) = p (a). This follows from our assumptions on the distribution of

advertiser types, which imply that the inverse function of p (a) (the demand curve ad(p)) is log

concave. Hence, γ2 is uniquely determined by the intersection of the decreasing curves a
o
2 (γ) =

ad (γ) and a
∗
2 (γ) as defined by R

0 (a∗2 (γ)) =
γ
τR (a

∗
2 (γ)), with the former crossing the latter at

γ2 from above. Since an increase in τ shifts up the a∗2 (γ) relation (higher transport costs imply

higher equilibrium advertising at any γ) and leaves ao2 (γ) unchanged, the consequent γ2 must

decrease.

Another way of phrasing this conclusion is that the market price of advertising can be higher

or lower than the Pigouvian corrective tax. Thus, while it is possible for the market price of

advertising to be “just right”, there are no economic forces ensuring the equivalence of the two

prices. The Pigouvian corrective tax reflects the negative externalities that advertisers impose,

while the market price of advertising reflects the dictates of revenue maximization. Revenue

maximization only accounts for nuisance costs to the extent that they induce viewers to switch

off or over to another station. This may over- or under-estimate the true social costs.

The most striking thing about the proposition is the possibility that market provided programs

may have too few advertisements. While the governments of many countries set ceilings on adver-

tising levels on commercial television and radio, we are not aware of any governments subsidizing
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advertising levels!20 Two considerations are important in understanding why under-advertising

may arise. First, in the two program case, broadcasters must compete for viewers and the only

way they can do this is by lowering advertising levels. As also noted by Dukes (2004), when the

programs are close substitutes, this competition for viewers forces advertising levels below optimal

levels.

The second consideration is that even with two programs, broadcasters have a monopoly in

delivering their audience to advertisers. This means that broadcasters hold down advertisements

in order to keep up the prices that they receive.21 In the literature on competition in two-sided

markets, this situation is known as a “competitive bottleneck” (Armstrong (2004)). It arises in

Rysman’s study of the yellow pages market because users are assumed (reasonably enough) to use

a single directory. It also arises in Gabszewicz, Laussel and Sonnac’s (2001a) model of newspaper

competition because readers read only a single newspaper. In the broadcasting context, stations’

monopoly power is partly an artifact of the static nature of our analysis. In a dynamic world,

viewers may be expected to switch between channels, giving advertisers different ways to reach

them. Thus, in Section 7 we present a two-period extension of our model to investigate the

robustness of our conclusions about advertising levels to viewer switching.

Turning to programming, the question is whether the market provides too few or too many

types of program.22 It is fairly obvious that the market can under-provide programs. While

20 That said, as noted in the introduction, concern about increasing concentration in the United States radio
industry is partly motivated by fears about high advertising prices and hence (presumably) low advertising levels.

21 Our results on the possibility of under-provision of advertising are reminiscent of those of Shapiro (1980),
who shows that a monopoly good producer will under-provide informative advertising by choosing to reach fewer
consumers than is optimal. This is because the firm does not capture the full surplus generated by the marginal
advertisement. If the monopolist could perfectly price discriminate across consumers, it would choose the optimal
advertising reach. In our model, if the monopoly broadcaster could perfectly discriminate across advertisers, then
its marginal benefit curve is the demand curve in Figure 1 but its marginal cost is lower than marginal social cost
by the nuisance cost to viewers that it does not internalize. It therefore always chooses excessive advertising (see
also Hansen and Kyhl (2001)). With competition and perfect price discrimination, the equilibrium advertising level
will still be below the optimal level when τ is sufficiently small.

22 The analysis here compares the number of program types provided by the market with the optimal number.
A slightly different problem, in the spirit of Mankiw and Whinston (1986), would be to compare the number of
program types provided by the market with the number in an optimal “second-best” system which treated as
a constraint the fact that with i ∈ {1, 2} types of programs, the advertising levels would be a∗i . Our choice is
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the social benefits of programming come from two sources, broadcasters only capture a share

of advertiser benefits. When these benefits are small relative to viewer benefits (large β and τ ,

small m and/or ωσ), advertising revenues are considerably less than the aggregate benefits of

programming and under-provision can result.

More interesting is the possibility of over-provision. For this to arise, the equilibrium revenues

with two channels π∗2 must exceed the social benefits of adding the second channel, ∆B
o. Then,

there exists a range of operating costs for which the optimal number of programs is one, while

the market provides two. Even though broadcasters’ revenues only reflect advertiser benefits, π∗2

could in principle exceed ∆Bo because it includes revenues that are obtained from “stealing” the

advertising revenues of the first program. The following proposition develops conditions for over-

and under-provision.

Proposition 2 (i) If P (ba,N/2)ba < N τ
4 , the market does not over-provide programs, and under-

provides them for some values of the operating cost K. (ii) If P (ba,N/2)ba > N τ
4 , the market

overprovides programs for some values of K if the nuisance cost of advertising is sufficiently

small.

Proof: We need to show that if P (ba,N/2)ba < N τ
4 , then ∆B

o exceeds π∗2 for all γ, while if

P (ba,N/2)ba > N τ
4 , then ∆B

o is less than π∗2 for γ sufficiently small. Note first that equilibrium

revenues π∗2 converge to P (ba,N/2)ba as γ tends to zero: from Figure 4 the equilibrium advertising

level converges to the level at which the marginal revenue curve intersects the horizontal axis. Since

P (a, V ) = V p(a), this is the level ba defined in equation (4). In addition, equilibrium revenues π∗2

are bounded above by P (ba,N/2)ba since equilibrium advertising levels are decreasing in γ.

On the other hand, ∆Bo converges to N τ
4 as γ tends to zero. As γ gets small, the optimal

advertising level with one program is such that everybody watches. As noted earlier, then ao2 equals

ao1 and the social benefits of advertising are the same with one channel as with two. Accordingly,

motivated by the desire to understand if market provision can actually achieve the first best.
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∆Bo is just the increase in viewing benefits created by the additional channel which is N τ
4 . This

represents a lower bound, as ∆Bo is the maximized increase in viewer and advertiser benefits from

an additional channel. It follows from all this that if P (ba,N/2)ba < N τ
4 , then ∆B

o exceeds π∗2 for

all γ, while if P (ba,N/2)ba > N τ
4 , then ∆B

o is less than π∗2 for γ sufficiently small.

Since the literature on market provision of public goods emphasizes under-provision, the possi-

bility of over-provision of broadcasting is noteworthy.23 The key feature permitting over-provision

is that the social benefit of an additional program is less than the direct benefits it generates (i.e.,

∆Bo is less than B2(a
o
2)/2). This is because programs are substitutes for viewers. Although the

entering station’s revenues exclude viewer benefits and hence are less than the direct benefits it

generates, they may exceed the social benefits since they are partly offset by the reduction in

revenues of the incumbent station. This is a familiar problem with firm decision making when

entry is costly (Spence (1976)).

The previous two propositions establish that there is no guarantee that market outcomes are

optimal. Nonetheless, the market may produce something close to the optimum for a range of

parameter values. To see this, suppose that∆Bo exceedsK so that the optimum involves providing

both programs. Suppose further that ao2 is such that all viewers watch and that the Pigouvian

corrective tax, P (ao2,N/2), is sufficiently high that the revenues it would generate are sufficient

to finance the provision of both programs; i.e., P (ao2, N/2)a
o
2 > K. Then, if γ is close to γ2

(the critical nuisance cost defined in Proposition 1) the market will provide two channels showing

different types of programs with an advertising level close to ao2. Thus, while the broadcasting

market is generically inefficient, the welfare loss may be very small.

23 The possibility of over-provision is also stressed by Berry and Waldfogel (1999). They structurally estimate
a model of radio broadcasting based on the work of Mankiw and Whinston (1986). This model implies that the
equilibrium number of stations will always exceed the number that maximizes total non-viewer surplus (broadcasting
stations plus advertisers) and they quantify the extent of this overprovision. While they are unable to observe viewer
surplus, they are able to compute the values of programming that would make the equilibrium optimal.
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5 Does pricing improve market performance?

This section analyzes how the possibility of pricing programming impacts market performance.

This has long interested public good theorists (see Samuelson (1958, 1964) and Minasian (1964)).

The issue was the central concern of Spence and Owen (1977) and continues to attract attention

in the broadcasting literature (Doyle (1998), Hansen and Kyhl (2001) and Holden (1993)). It is of

policy interest since it is becoming easier to exclude viewers and price access to programming.24

Studying pricing also brings this analysis rather closer to the central concerns of the two-

sided market literature, which has been concerned with direct prices paid by both sides of the

market. Up to now, in the current analysis, one group (viewers) come on board for ”free”: we

now determine what will happen if (and whether) they must pay a direct price (in addition to

advertising nuisance).

To understand how pricing changes market outcomes, it is instructive to begin with the two

station case. Suppose that station A chooses a type 0 program with aA advertisements and

subscription price sA andB a type 1 program with aB advertisements and price sB.
25 Maintaining

the assumption that all viewers watch, viewers for whom λ is less than 1
2+

sB+γaB−(sA+γaA)
2τ watch

A and the remainder watch B. From each viewer, broadcaster J will earn a revenue sJ +R(aJ),

where R(a) = p(a)a is the per-viewer revenue curve. Thus, we can write revenues as:

πA2s = N [
1

2
+
sB + γaB − (sA + γaA)

2τ
](sA +R(aA)), (9)

and

πB2s = N [
1

2
+
sA + γaA − (sB + γaB)

2τ
](sB +R(aB)). (10)

24 In Europe, direct broadcast satellite channels like Canal Plus are partially financed by subscription pricing. In
the United States, premium cable channels such as HBO and Showtime are often priced individually. Other cable
channels, such as ESPN and CNN, are “bundled” and sold as a package. In this case, both cable companies and
the cable networks are involved in pricing decisions. In our model, bundling does not make sense because viewers
watch at most one program. Obviously, it would be interesting to extend the analysis to incorporate bundling.

25 We require that subscription prices be non-negative, effectively ruling out viewer subsidies (see footnote 11).
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The number of viewers each broadcaster gets is solely determined by its “full price”, γaJ + sJ .

For any given full price, the broadcaster chooses the advertising level and subscription price that

maximize revenue per viewer. Starting from the equilibrium without pricing in which each station

runs a∗2 advertisements, imagine a broadcaster reducing its advertising level marginally by ∆a

and charging a price γ∆a to keep its full price constant. The change in revenue per viewer is

(γ − R0(a∗2))∆a. This will be positive if and only if a∗2 > as, where as satisfies the first order

condition R0(a) ≤ γ (= if a > 0). Accordingly, if a∗2 ≤ as broadcasters have no incentive to use

pricing and the equilibrium continues to involve both stations running a∗2 advertisements. In this

case, advertising alone is the most profitable way to extract surplus from viewers.

There is a parallel here to the usual two-sided markets literature with positive bilateral exter-

nalities where equilibrium may involve one side joining the platform for free. This arises when the

presence of the first side enables the platform to get more out of the other side. Thus, zero prices,

or subsidies (if feasible) can enable more to be extracted from the “stronger” side of the market.

Our result is similar: broadcasters do not impose additional direct tariffs on the viewers since the

viewers are needed on board to get the revenues from the advertisers. The same result emerges in

Gabszewicz, Laussel and Sonnac’s (2001a) model of newspaper competition. A strong advertiser

demand leads to zero subscription prices for newspapers in equilibrium.

If a∗2 > as, the broadcasters will reduce advertising levels to as and charge positive subscription

prices. In this case, broadcasters respond to viewers’ dislike of commercials by reducing advertise-

ments and raising subscription prices. Using the first order conditions for each station’s optimal

price, it is straightforward to show that the equilibrium subscription price is s∗2 = τ − R(as).26

Broadcasters’ equilibrium profits in this case attain the “Hotelling level” of τ/2 and are higher

than without pricing.27 We show below that advertising levels with pricing are always less than

26 This assumes that β +R(as)− γas ≥ 3
2
τ which guarantees that all viewers watch.

27 Note that equilibrium profit with pricing is independent of how much revenue broadcasters receive from
advertisers. This is similar to a result obtained by Wright (2002) in his study of the interaction between competing
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the optimal level when the latter is positive. With pricing, broadcasters internalize the nuisance

cost to viewers which is the only force leading to over-provision.

With one station, the story is much the same. If a∗1 ≤ as, the broadcaster has no incentive

to use pricing and the revenue maximizing strategy continues to be running a∗1 advertisements.

If a∗1 > as, the broadcaster reduces advertising levels to as and charges a positive subscription

price. In this case, pricing raises profits. If β +R(as)− γas < 2τ , the optimal subscription price

is s∗1 =
β−γas−R(as)

2 and some viewers do not watch. Otherwise, the optimal subscription price is

s∗1 = β − γas − τ and all viewers watch.28

Our main findings concerning the impact of pricing on market outcomes are summarized in:29

Proposition 3 The market provides at least as many types of programs with pricing as without and

more under some conditions. When the market provides the same number of programs with pricing,

the equilibrium advertising level is lower if prices are used. Indeed, in the two program case, it is

below the optimal level whenever the latter is positive. Moreover, the “full price” (nuisance costs

plus subscription price) faced by viewers with pricing is higher if prices are used.

Proof: To prove the first statement it suffices to show that profits are strictly higher when

pricing is used. For one station this is obvious. For two stations, revenues are Nτ/2 with pricing

mobile telephone firms and a single fixed-line firm. In Wright’s model, the mobile telephone firms must choose both
a subscription price for their subscribers and an access fee to the fixed-line firm for allowing its customers to call
their subscribers. The fixed-line firm simply chooses a subscription price for its customers. Wright shows that the
equilibrium profits of the mobile telephone firms depend only upon their subscriber base and are independent of
access charges received on incoming calls. In Wright’s model the fixed-line firm’s customers are analagous to our
advertisers and the mobile firms who deliver people for these customers to call are analagous to our broadcasters.
Wright’s assumption that mobile subscribers are indifferent to receiving calls from fixed line customers corresponds
to our setting when nuisance costs are zero. While the fixed-line firm has no direct parallel in our model, it can
be thought of as an intermediary that channels advertisers’ demand to the broadcasters. Using this analogy, it is
possible to draw parallels between Wright’s other main results and the results in this section.

28 One difference between the one and two station cases is that, in the former, we have been unable to show that
the equilibrium advertising level is necessarily below the optimal level. While the single station internalizes the
nuisance cost of advertisements to viewers with pricing, it does not fully internalize the lost surplus to advertisers
resulting from viewers being crowded out. This problem does not arise with two stations since, by assumption, all
viewers are watching at the equilibrium.

29 The result that the market will provide more programs with pricing is also obtained by Spence and Owen
(1977) and Doyle (1998).
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and P (a∗2, N/2)a
∗
2 without. Using the fact that P (a, V ) = V p(a), we can write P (a∗2,N/2)a

∗
2 =

NR(a∗2)/2 so that the result holds if τ > R(a∗2). As noted earlier, equation (8) implies that

R0(a∗2) =
γ
τR(a

∗
2). Thus, the result holds if γ > R0(a∗2) or, equivalently, if a

∗
2 > as. But this is

precisely the condition for pricing to be used.

The second statement was proved in the text. For the third statement, suppose that ao2 > 0.

We need to show that ao2 > min{as, a∗2}. Our assumption that all viewers watch in the two station

equilibrium implies that β − τ/2 > γmin{as, a∗2}. Thus, we can assume that β − τ/2 > γao2

for if this were not the case it must be that ao2 > min{as, a∗2}. Accordingly, the (per channel)

marginal social benefit and cost of advertising at ao2 are, respectively, P (a
o
2,
N
2 ) and γN2 . The fact

that marginal social benefit equals cost implies that p(ao2) = γ. This implies that ao2 > as since

R0(ao2) < p(a
o
2) = γ = R0(as).

For the final claim, we show that the full price with pricing is at least as high as without.

Consider first the two program case. If a∗2 ≤ as there is nothing to show, so assume that a∗2 > as.

In this case, we need to show that γa∗2 is less than γas+ s
∗
2 = γas+ τ −R(as). From (8) we know

that R0(a∗2) =
γ
τR(a

∗
2) and hence it is enough to show that

R(as)− γas <
γ

R0(a∗2)
R(a∗2)− γa∗2.

Defining the function ϕ(a) = γR(a)/R0(a)− γa and recalling that R0(as) = γ, this inequality can

be written as ϕ(as) < ϕ(a∗2). Since as < a
∗
2, the inequality will follow if ϕ(·) is increasing on the

interval [as, a
∗
2]. But, since R

0(a) is decreasing when positive, we have that

ϕ0(a) =
R0(a)2γ −R00(a)γR(a)

R0(a)2
− γ =

−R00(a)γR(a)
R0(a)2

> 0.

Now consider the one program case. Again, if a∗1 ≤ as there is nothing to show, so assume

that a∗1 > as. Suppose first that a
∗
1 ≤ (β− τ)/γ so that all viewers watch without pricing. If some

viewers are not watching with pricing then clearly the full price must be higher, so we can assume

that all viewers are watching. In this case, the full price with pricing is γas + s
∗
1 = β − τ . Since
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a∗1 ≤ (β−τ)/γ, the result follows. Next suppose that a∗1 > (β− τ)/γ. Then it follows that a∗1 = ea.
Suppose first that β+R(as)−γas < 2τ , so that the subscription price is s

∗
1 =

β−γas−R(as)
2 . Then

we need to show that γea < β+γas−R(as)
2 . As noted earlier, (5) implies that R0(ea) = γ

β−γeaR(ea).
Thus the inequality can be written as

R(as)− γas <
γ

R0(ea)R(ea)− γea
or ϕ(as) < ϕ(ea). Since as < ea, this holds because ϕ(·) is increasing on the interval [as,ea]. If
β +R(as)− γas ≥ 2τ , then we need to show that γea < β − τ . But this follows from the fact that

β − τ ≥ β − (β +R(as)− γas)

2
=

β + γas −R(as)
2

> γea.

Turning to the welfare implications of pricing, we begin by noting that pricing has some

interesting distributional consequences. If it does not change the amount of programming and

equilibrium prices are positive, both viewers and advertisers worse off. Viewers are worse off

because they face higher full prices and advertisers are worse off because advertising prices are

higher. Pricing therefore redistributes surplus from viewers and advertisers to broadcasters.

What will be the impact of pricing on aggregate welfare? There are many circumstances under

which it will facilitate an increase in welfare. For example, when γ ≥ ωσ and K < N
4 τ , optimal

provision involves two programs and no advertising. Without pricing, the market cannot achieve

this. With pricing, however, market provision is fully optimal. Viewers are charged a subscription

price τ and exposed to no advertisements (since as = 0). Each broadcaster earns revenues N
2 τ ,

more than sufficient to cover operating costs.

However, there are circumstances under which pricing reduces welfare. If pricing does not

change the number of programs provided, it must reduce surplus if advertising levels are already

underprovided without pricing. It may also reduce welfare when the rise in full price induced by
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pricing causes some viewers to switch off. For example, suppose that one program is provided

with and without pricing. If nuisance costs are close to zero, the advertising level without pricing

will be ba. This is almost the same as the advertising level with pricing (as) since R0(ba) = 0.

However, without pricing all consumers watch, while with pricing some viewers are crowded out

if β +R(as) < 2τ . This is the drawback of pricing television emphasized by Samuelson (1958).

Pricing may also reduce welfare when it increases programs. Suppose that the market provides

one program without pricing and that all viewers watch. If K < N τ
2 the market will provide an

additional program with pricing. Since the equilibrium advertising level with pricing is lower than

without and all viewers watch with only one program, pricing reduces advertiser benefits. The

extra viewing benefits it generates are N τ
4 . Thus, if K > N τ

4 , aggregate surplus is lower with

pricing. To summarize:

Proposition 4When the market provides the same number of programs with pricing and prices are

used, broadcasters have higher profits, while viewers and advertisers have lower surplus. Aggregate

welfare with pricing may be higher or lower than without. This is the case even when pricing leads

to an increase in the number of programs.

6 Does monopoly ownership improve market performance?

This section analyzes whether the market produces better outcomes under monopoly ownership.

This has been a key question in the literature (see Steiner (1952), Beebe (1977) and Spence

and Owen (1977)) and remains a policy relevant issue today, given the current discussion of the

appropriate restrictions to put on media ownership. We revert to the assumption that pricing

programming is not feasible.

Suppose, therefore, that the two channels are controlled by a single broadcaster. If this

monopoly chooses to operate both stations, then it selects the advertising level that maximizes

2P (a,N(min{1
2
,
β − γa

τ
}))a. (11)
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If it operates only one station, its revenue maximizing advertising level is a∗1 and its revenues π
∗
1 .

Letting ∆π be the incremental profit from offering the second program, the monopoly provides

both programs if K is less than ∆π, and one program if K is between ∆π and π∗1 .

First note that advertising levels will be higher under monopoly if both stations are operated

under both ownership regimes. Since all viewers watch in the competitive equilibrium, the two-

channel monopolist will lose no viewers by raising advertising levels marginally on both channels.

This action will raise profit since advertising levels under competition fall short of the level that

maximizes revenue per viewer (since R0(a∗2) > 0). In fact, the monopoly will continue to increase

advertising levels until it either it starts crowding out viewers or revenue per viewer is maximized.

Thus, its advertising level is ba if all viewers would watch at this level or the highest advertising
level such that all viewers watch which is (β − τ/2)/γ.

The logic underlying this result is similar to that of Masson, Mudambi, and Reynolds (1990).

Broadcasters compete for viewers by reducing advertising levels to render their programs more

attractive. A monopoly owner, by contrast, is only worried about viewers turning off completely

and so advertises more.30 One implication is that per viewer advertising prices will be lower

under monopoly, so concerns about increasing concentration raising prices to advertisers may

be misguided. That said, a monopoly does not necessarily raise advertising levels if it reduces

the number of stations. Since a∗1 may be less than a
∗
2, it is possible that monopoly may reduce

advertising.

The impact of monopoly on programming is ambiguous a priori. Although the monopoly

internalizes business stealing (which discourages programming), it puts on more advertisements so

30 This finding is consonant with the explanation offered by some observers of the United States radio industry
that increased concentration of ownership explains increased advertising levels. For example, Duncan’s American
Radio analysts J.T. Anderton and Thom Moon argue that “As bottom-line pressures increase from publicly-traded
owners, the number of commercials on the air has risen. The biggest change when a new owner takes over seems
to be the addition of one new stopset per hour. The rationalization offered by most owners is that they limited
unit loads because they needed to compete effectively with a direct format competitor: “Fewer commericals gives
the listener more reasons to stay with me.” Now the reasoning is, “We own the other station they’re most likely to
change to, so we have them either way. Why limit spot loads?””
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that each program earns more revenue than under competition (which encourages programming).

This second effect was ignored by previous analyses since they assumed fixed advertising levels.

When the first effect outweighs the second effect, monopoly ownership provides less programming.

For example, if the nuisance cost of advertising is small, the one station monopoly can expose the

entire audience to the advertising level that maximizes revenue per viewer (ba). It therefore has
no incentive to operate a second station. Under competitive ownership, however, the profits to

each station are high because equilibrium advertising levels are high. Less clear is whether the

second effect can outweigh the first under our specific assumptions. However, it is not hard to

find alternative assumptions under which monopoly ownership leads to more programs.31

The next proposition summarizes these conclusions about the positive implications of monopoly

ownership.32

Proposition 5 Suppose that both programs are provided with competitive ownership. Then, if

monopoly ownership also delivers both programs, it will lead to higher advertising levels and lower

per viewer advertising prices. However, monopoly ownership will produce less programming if the

nuisance cost of advertising is sufficiently small.

What can be said about the normative implications of monopoly ownership? In contrast to

standard markets, there is no presumption that monopoly ownership produces lower aggregate

welfare. If both regimes deliver both programs, then the welfare comparison simply depends on

relative advertising levels. If advertising levels are too high with competitive ownership, then they

are even higher with monopoly, so that monopoly must reduce welfare. If they are too low, then

monopoly ownership can raise welfare. If monopoly reduces the amount of programming, then

31 For example, suppose that the “distance” disutility is no longer linear, but is instead given by T (λ) where
T (·) is increasing at an increasing rate. Moreover, suppose that the demand for advertisements is perfectly elastic.
Then it is readily shown that the monopolist has a greater incentive to provide the second program.

32 When pricing is possible, it is straightforward to show that monopoly can never lead to more programming
than competition. Moreover, advertising levels are invariant to ownership regime as long as prices are used under
competition.
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the welfare analysis needs to take account of both changes in advertising levels and programming.

Welfare comparisons are complicated by the fact that both advertising and programming could

be either over- or under-provided with competitive ownership.

The distributional implications of monopoly ownership in broadcasting markets are also non-

standard. If both regimes deliver both programs, then monopoly ownership raises advertiser

surplus. Viewer surplus, however, will be reduced. If monopoly reduces the amount of program-

ming, then either viewer surplus or advertiser surplus must fall, and possibly both. As noted in

section 4.2, the equilibrium advertising level with a single station can be larger or smaller than

with two competitive stations. In the former case viewer surplus must fall, while in the latter

advertiser surplus must fall. Viewer surplus may decrease even if advertising levels fall, because

the diminished choice lowers viewing benefits.

Proposition 6 Suppose that both programs are provided with competitive ownership. Then, if

monopoly ownership also delivers both programs, broadcaster profits and advertiser surplus will be

higher, while viewer surplus will be lower. Aggregate welfare may increase or decrease. If monopoly

ownership produces less programming, broadcaster profits will be higher, but either viewer surplus

or advertiser surplus will be lower. Aggregate welfare can again increase or decrease.

This analysis of the relative merits of monopoly and competition should be contrasted with

the classic discussion in Steiner (1952). In our model, the fact that the monopoly internalizes

business stealing discourages programming. By contrast, in Steiner’s analysis it encourages the

monopoly to produce more variety. Steiner argued that competition would duplicate popular

program types, while a monopoly would have no incentive to duplicate because this would simply

steal viewers from its own stations. It would, however, have an incentive to also provide less

popular programming to the extent that this attracted more viewers.33

33 This argument emerges in the analysis of inefficient duplication developed in an earlier version of the paper
(Anderson and Coate (2003)).
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7 Robustness

This section addresses two important questions concerning the robustness of our conclusions.

First, how are our findings concerning advertising levels impacted by the possibility that, in a

dynamic world, viewers may switch between channels? Second, how do our results depend upon

our specific model of advertiser demand?

7.1 Switching viewers

In the basic model, each broadcaster has a monopoly in delivering its viewers to advertisers.

Exploitation of this monopoly power is one factor in explaining the possibility of under-advertising:

broadcasters hold down advertising levels to drive up the price of reaching their exclusive viewers.

In a dynamic world, viewers are likely to switch between channels, allowing advertisers to reach

the same viewers through different stations. Broadcasters’ desires to drive up prices are then

dampened by the possibility that advertisers might choose to contact viewers via advertising on

another station. This should mitigate the problem of under-advertising.

To investigate this logic, we now allow for two viewing periods, indexed by t ∈ {1, 2}. Each

viewer is now characterized by (λ1,λ2) where λt represents the viewer’s period t preferences. As

for the static model, we assume that in each period the parameter λt is distributed uniformly

on the interval [0, 1]. However, we assume that for a fraction δ of viewers, λ2 = 1 − λ1, so that

preferences differ across periods. For the remaining 1 − δ, λ2 = λ1 and preferences are stable.

The parameter δ indexes the degree of correlation in the tastes of viewers across the periods.

To motivate this formulation, imagine that the media is radio, the two periods are morning and

afternoon, and the program types are news and music. Some people prefer music in both periods

and others prefer news. But some like news in the morning and music in the afternoon and some

the other way round. The size of this latter group is measured by δ.

To focus cleanly on the impact of competition for advertisers on advertising levels, we take
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each broadcaster’s programming choice as exogenous: station A shows a type 0 program in each

period, while B shows a type 1 program.34 We further assume that each broadcaster runs

the same number of advertisments in each period. Finally, we assume that the distribution of

advertiser types is uniform; i.e., that F (σ) = σ/σ. We study the Nash equilibrium of the game

in which each broadcaster simultaneously chooses its advertising level anticipating the impact on

the price it can charge and its advertising revenues.35

We present results for the two extremes in which δ = 0 and δ = 1.36 When δ = 0, the

game is analagous to that studied above - in equilibrium, all viewers watch the same channel

in both periods and advertisers must advertise on both channels to contact all viewers. When

δ = 1, viewers switch between channels and advertisers can reach viewers either by advertising

simultaneously on both channels or by advertising twice on one channel.

We briefly sketch how to solve the model when δ = 1. The key step is to derive the inverse

demand functions that the broadcasters face. Suppose that aB ≥ aA and that all consumers watch

in both periods. In each period, viewers choose channels just as in the basic model. Thus, letting

VJ denote the number of viewers of station J in each period, we have that

VA = N [
1

2
+

γ

2τ
(aB − aA)], (12)

and

VB = N [
1

2
+

γ

2τ
(aA − aB)]. (13)

No B viewers watch B’s channel in both periods, while some of A’s viewers remain loyal if aB > aA.

Let PJ be the market clearing price for advertising once on station J . Since B has higher

34 We leave for future work the issue of how broadcasters compete in program scheduling. See Cancian, Bills and
Bergstrom (1995) for a discussion of some technical difficulties that may arise in modelling program scheduling.

35 In this extension, because stations no longer have a monopoly in delivering their viewers to advertisers, it is
no longer true that competition in advertising levels is equivalent to competition in per viewer prices. We study
competition in advertising levels because it is much more tractable.

36 A full characterization of equilibrium is well beyond the scope of this paper. This is because for δ sufficiently
close to 1 the only equilibrium is in mixed strategies.
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advertising levels and hence less viewers, PA ≥ PB. Advertisers have two basic options. They

can advertise twice on B or simultaneously on both stations. All other options are dominated.37

Advertising twice on B costs 2PB but does not reach the viewers who watch A in both periods.

Advertising simultaneously on both stations costs PA+PB and reaches all viewers. Failing to reach

viewers is more costly for advertisers with more appealing products (high σ), so advertiser types

choose over these two options in a monotonic way. Specifically, if PB/VB ≤ PA/VA, advertisers

with σ ∈ [ PBωVB
, PA−PB
ω(VA−VB) ] advertise twice on B, while those with σ ∈ [ PA−PB

ω(VA−VB) ,σ] advertise

simultaneously on both stations.38

If the prices PA and PB clear the market, the advertising levels aA and aB must equal half the

desired number of advertisements on stations A and B. Given that F (σ) = σ/σ, this means that

aA =
m

2
[1− PA − PB

σω(VA − VB)
] (14)

and

aB =
m

2
[1− PB

σωVB
] +

m

2
[
PA − PB

σω(VA − VB)
− PB

σωVB
], (15)

where VA and VB are as given in (12) and (13). Inverting these two equations, we obtain the

inverse demands:

PA(·) = σω[VA(1−
2aA
m
) + VB(

aA − aB
m

)], (16)

and

PB(·) = σωVB [1−
aA + aB
m

]. (17)

It is easy to verify that at these prices the condition that PB/VB ≤ PA/VA is satisfied when

aB ≥ aA.

37 For example, it will never pay an advertiser to advertise twice on station A. This can yield no more viewers
than advertising simultaneously on both stations and is more expensive since PA ≥ PB .
38 If PB/VB > PA/VA, the per viewer price of advertising on B is higher than on A and no advertisers will

advertise twice on B.
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It follows from this that J ’s revenues are given by:

πJ(aA, aB) = {
2σω[VJ(1− 2aJ

m ) + V−J(
aJ−a−J

m )]aJ for aJ ≤ a−J
2σωVJ [1− aA+aB

m ]aJ for aJ > a−J
(18)

Observe that πJ is a continuously differentiable function of aJ and that

∂πJ(a, a)

∂aJ
= σωN [(1− 3a

m
)− γ

τ
(1− 2a

m
)a]. (19)

Setting this derivative equal to zero, the equilibrium level of advertising is aA = aB = a
∗(1) where

a∗(1) is implicitly defined by the equation39

1− 3a
∗(1)

m
=

γ

τ
a∗(1)(1− 2a

∗(1)

m
). (20)

By contrast, when δ = 0 and viewers’ preferences are stable across periods, the equilibrium level

of advertising is a∗(0) where a∗(0) is implicitly defined by the equation

1− 4a
∗(0)

m
=

γ

τ
a∗(0)(1− 2a

∗(0)

m
). (21)

It is apparent that a∗(1) > a∗(0), implying that broadcasters hold down advertising levels more

when they have a monopoly in delivering viewers. This means lower advertising prices and that

under-advertising is less likely when viewers switch. More formally, we have:

Proposition 7 In the two period model with δ ∈ {0, 1} there exists a critical nuisance cost

γ(δ) ∈ (0,ωσ) such that the equilibrium advertising level a∗(δ) is lower (higher) than the optimal

level as γ is smaller (larger) than γ(δ). Moreover, γ(1) is less than γ(0), so that under-advertising

is less likely when viewers switch stations.

Proof: The optimal level is independent of δ and maximizes

4N

Z min{ 12 ,
β−γa
τ }

0

(β − γa− τλ)dλ+ 2

Z 2a

0

P (α, N(min{1
2
,
β − γa

τ
}))dα.

39 It may be shown that each broadcaster’s revenue function is a quasi-concave function of its advertising level
so that the first order condition implies a global maximum.
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The first term reflects viewer benefits and the second advertiser benefits (cf. (2)). Assuming that

all viewers watch, the optimal level, denoted ao, satisfies the first order condition p(2ao) ≤ γ with

equality if ao > 0. We can now use similar arguments to those used to establish Proposition 1 to

show that for δ ∈ {0, 1} there exists γ(δ) ∈ (0,ωσ) such that the equilibrium advertising level is

lower (higher) than the optimal level as γ is smaller (larger) than γ(δ). Since a∗(1) exceeds a∗(0),

we have that γ(1) is less than γ(0).

Thus, while under-advertising is still a possibility when viewers switch between channels, it

is less likely than when viewers remain loyal to one channel. Each broadcaster is deterred from

lowering its advertising level to increase its price by the credible threat that advertisers will simply

switch all their business to its rival. Competition for advertisers therefore mitigates, but does not

eliminate, the problem of under-advertising identified in the basic model.

7.2 Alternative models of advertiser demand

We have adopted a very specific model of the demand for advertising.40 Advertisers are monopoly

suppliers of new goods who wish to inform consumers about their products. These advertisers

obtain all the gains from trade and each consumer’s willingness to pay for any particular good is

independent of the information received about any other good. These are strong assumptions and

it is important to consider the sensitivity of our conclusions to our particular specification.

The positive results of the paper (such as the impact of pricing on advertising levels and

programming) were derived using only general properties of the demand function for advertising.

Thus, they will be true under any model of advertising generating a downward sloping demand

curve. Our specification matters for the normative results. Its key implication is that the inverse

demand function measures the marginal social benefit of advertising (at least until the point

at which additional advertiting starts causing viewers to switch off). This provides a neutral

40 See Bagwell (2003) for a comprehensive review of the economics of advertising.
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benchmark case where the marginal advertiser’s willingness to pay correctly reflects the social

benefit of an advertisement.

Even when advertising informs consumers about new goods, the advertising literature identifies

a number of reasons why private benefit may diverge from social benefit. Shapiro (1980) notes that

a monopolist’s private benefit to informing consumers about its good will underestimate the social

benefit whenever consumers capture some of the surplus from trade. Supposing that suppliers do

not gain all the surplus from trade would lead the inverse demand function to understate the social

benefit of advertising. This per se reduces the likelihood of excessive advertising. However, when

consumers obtain surplus from new goods, the effective nuisance cost of advertising is reduced

and this increases equilibrium advertising levels (see footnote 11).

If though the new goods are substitutes for consumers, the inverse demand curve for advertising

may overstate its marginal social benefit. For example, following Grossman and Shapiro (1984),

suppose that individuals purchase a single good from those they have been informed about. Then

there is a business stealing externality in placing an advertisement insofar as trade may come at

the expense of the advertiser’s competitor. The likelihood of there being too few commercials is

reduced if the business stealing externality dominates the consumer surplus one.41

An alternative perspective on advertising is that it persuades individuals that they would

benefit from a product and so increases consumer willingness to pay. The normative implications

of this approach depend very much on how one views the “persuasion”. If it generates a legitimate

increase in willingness to pay, then it is similar to informative advertising from a social perspective

insofar as both types create surplus-enhancing trades. However, if persuasion makes consumers

crave products they do not really want, then their pre-advertisement demand curves reflect their

true willingness to pay and (ignoring pre-existing distortions) buying advertised goods is just a

41 Dukes (2004) analysis of equilibrium advertising levels makes the assumption that consumers purchase a single
good from those that they have been informed about, giving rise to a business stealing externality.
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transfer from consumers to advertisers generating no net wealth (see Dixit and Norman (1978)).

Advertising therefore has no social benefit and its optimal level is zero. Ignoring political economy

issues, commercial broadcasting will be dominated by tax-payer financed public broadcasting.

8 Conclusion

This paper has analyzed the nature of market failure in the broadcasting industry. Equilibrium

advertising levels under monopoly or competition can be above or below socially optimal levels.

A monopoly broadcaster does not fully internalize the nuisance costs of advertisements to view-

ers, only caring to the extent that they induce viewers to switch off. However, the broadcaster

holds down advertising levels to bolster prices. Under competition, broadcasters only care about

nuisance costs insofar as they induce viewers to switch stations. Depending on the substitutabil-

ity of programs, this may over- or under-state the true nuisance costs to viewers. Competitive

broadcasters also retain market power over advertisers to the extent that they can offer exclusive

access to their viewers. This market power leads them to hold down advertising levels.

It is surprising that there is no clear-cut case for advertising ceilings. However, the possibility

that advertising levels are too low reflects our benchmark assumption that the demand price of

advertising equals its marginal social benefit. As we have noted, there are reasons to believe

that the marginal advertiser’s willingness to pay may exceed social benefit and this decreases

the likelihood of there being too few commercials. Even when the market provides excessive

advertising, however, ceilings may be undesirable because they reduce revenues and hence may

constrict programming.42

Markets can provide too few or too many programs. A broadcaster’s decision to provide pro-

gramming ignores the extra viewer and advertiser surpluses generated, and the loss of advertising

revenue inflicted on competitors. Underprovision will arise when the benefits of programming

42 Ceilings may also reduce program quality as argued by Wright (1994) and/or reduce program differentiation
as argued by Gabszewicz, Laussel, and Sonnac (2001b).
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to viewers are high relative to the benefits advertisers get from contacting viewers. This may

explain the prevalence of public broadcasting in the early stages of a country’s development when

advertising benefits are likely to be low. Overprovision can arise when program benefits are low

relative to advertiser benefits and nuisance costs are low.

Regarding the debate over the role of public or not-for-profit broadcasting, the results make

clear that the market may not always provide socially valuable programming. However, the pos-

sibility that the market overprovides programming means that arguments for public broadcasting

should not be made on a priori grounds (as in, for example, the Davies Report (1999)). Any

assessment of the case for public broadcasting should also consider how programming and funding

decisions are made in the public sector, an interesting subject for further study.43

The ability to price programming does not necessarily solve the problems of market provision.

With such pricing, broadcasters can internalize the nuisance of advertisements by substituting

prices for advertising at the margin. In addition, pricing enables more programming by allowing

broadcasters to directly extract revenue from viewers. However, lower advertising levels and more

programming are not necessarily socially desirable. Pricing may also result in some viewers being

inefficiently excluded.

Finally, there should be no presumption that increased concentration of ownership in the

broadcasting industry is necessarily detrimental to social welfare. Such concentration may raise

advertising levels or reduce programming, but this may be desirable. Welfare analysis is compli-

cated by the fact that even if one knows how concentration changes the equilibrium, one needs to

know whether advertising and programming were over- or under-provided beforehand.

43 For an entertaining discussion of this issue see Coase (1966).
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